P.O. Box 709 (104 Dewitt Ave., East)
Mattoon, Illinois 61938

Employee News

Phone: 217/235-0341 or
Toll-Free: 1-888-661-CMEC (2632)
Office hours:
Monday-Friday
7:30a.m. - 4:30p.m.

Sam Adair

Chairman
Debbie Albin.........................Mattoon

Vice Chairman
John Bowers....................... Lovington
Secretary
Bill Voyles............................... Sullivan
Treasurer
Jeffery D. Hudson.............. Charleston

Hunter Rawlings

Heather Hakman

Welcome Heather Hakman,
our new ㅡMember Service Representative!

Congratulations to Sam Adair
for completing the CKAE
(Certified Key Account Executive)
Program!

Congrats to Hunter Rawlings
for completing his
lineman apprenticeship.
He is now a Journeyman Lineman!

Director
Kent Metzger..............................Gays
President/CEO
Kim Leftwich

To report an outage
• First check your fuses or circuit
breakers and see if your neighbors
have power.

• If the problem appears to be with the
cooperative's lines, call the office at
the toll free number
(888-661-2632), give the name the
service is listed under, and report any
hazardous conditions.

Send your current email
to info@cmec.coop

for a chance to win a
$25 bill credit.

Board of Director Vacancies
We currently have two board
vacancies in Districts 5 and 6. We
are seeking to fill these vacancies
in accordance with current Bylaws.
Interested members from either district
are encouraged to stop by our office

at 104 DeWitt Ave East, Mattoon,
contact us by email, info@cmec.coop or
call us at 217-235-0341. Directors must
meet the qualifications of Article V,
Section 3 of our Bylaws which can be
found on our website: www.cmec.coop.
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KNOW WHAT TO DO

WHEN YOU SEE A DOWNED POWER LINE
Power lines can come down for a few reasons: severe weather
or damage due to a car accident are two of the more common
ones. When lines do go down there are precautions you
need to take to stay safe:
• Call 9-1-1 to report fallen or downed power lines.
• Know that power lines do not have to be arcing or
sparking to be live.
• Stay at least 10 feet away from the line.
• If the line is down because a vehicle has struck it,
remain in the vehicle until emergency crews say it is
safe to exit.
• If there is a fire or you smell gasoline, hop out without
touching the vehicle at the same time and DO NOT WALK,
but hop away to safety.

We will be closed

Thursday, July 4
in observance of

Independence Day

Always treat a downed power line as live and never touch
any wire that
that is
is down.
down.Learn
Learn more at:

FIREWORKS
SAFETY TIPS
Fireworks and the Fourth of July go
hand-in-hand, and we want you to
have a safe, fun-filled celebration!
About two-thirds of all fireworksrelated injuries occur between June
16 and July 16, so keep these safety
tips in mind:

RKS
TIPS

h of July go
ant you to
ebration!
reworksween June
hese safety

Make sure fireworks are legal in your
community before using them.
Never buy professional-grade fireworks.
They are not designed for safe consumer
use.
Keep small children a safe distance from
all fireworks including sparklers which
can burn at temperatures in excess of
2,000 degrees.
Never reignite or handle malfunctioning
fireworks. Keep a bucket of water or
garden hose nearby to thoroughly soak
duds before throwing them away.
Keep pets indoors and away from
fireworks to avoid contact injuries or
noise reactions.
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Make sure fireworks are legal in your
community before using them.
Never buy professional-grade fireworks.
They are not designed for safe consumer
use.
Keep small children a safe distance from
all fireworks including sparklers which
can burn at temperatures in excess of
2,000 degrees.
Never reignite or handle malfunctioning
fireworks. Keep a bucket of water or
garden hose nearby to thoroughly soak
duds before throwing them away.

Why is There a Service Availability
Keep pets
indoors
and away from
Charge
on
my
Bill?
fireworks to avoid contact injuries or

Thisnoise
is not areactions.
new charge. It is now a separate line item
on the bill and was previously bundled in with the KWH
Charge. CMEC unbundled this charge in July 2017 to
improve transparency of costs on the members’ bills. The
Service Availability Charge ensures that expectations for
continuous power and outstanding service are met.
It gives each of our members a fair and equal share of the
cooperative’s operations. It provides funds that must be
invested now to maintain the quality, reliability, and integrity
of service that our members have traditionally counted on and
come to expect.

U.S. COOLING DEGREE DAYS

Cooling degree days measure how hot the outdoor temperature was on a given day or during a period of
days. The map below shows measurements of U.S. cooling degree days in 2018 by census region.
Extreme outdoor temperatures bring a higher number of degree days, which results in higher energy use.
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The map shown here includes data for cooling degree days (CDD), which are used to measure and compare outdoor temperatures
over periods of time. For example, a day with a mean temperature of 80 F has 15 CDD (because the U.S. standard temperature is
65 F). If the next day has a mean temperature of 83 F, it has 18 CDD. So, the total for those two days is 33 CDD.

Defining Degree Days
Weather can have a major impact
on energy bills, and when the outdoor
temperatures become extreme, your
heating and cooling equipment works
harder to keep your home comfortable.
Did you know the energy experts at
CMEC use degree days to anticipate
heating and cooling needs for you, our
consumer-members?
Never heard of a degree day? Don’t
worry, you’re not alone. Let’s look at
what degree days are and why they’re
important for electric utilities.
Degree days measure how cold or
warm a location is by comparing the
average of the high and low (mean)
of the outdoor temperatures recorded
in that location to the standard U.S.
temperature, which is 65 F. The
assumption is that we don’t need
heating or cooling to be comfortable
when this is the outdoor temperature.
So, the more extreme the outdoor
temperatures, the higher the number
of degree days. And the higher the

By Abby Berry, NRECA
number of degree days, the higher
the amount of energy used for space
heating and cooling. Summer is in
full swing, so let’s look at cooling
degree days
Cooling degree days are a
measurement of how hot the
temperature was on a given day or
during a period of days. With summer
temperatures rising, you’ll likely
require more cooling for your home
or business, which results in more
cooling degree days. Variations in
electric bills often follow closely with
degree days, which is why electric
utilities use this data to anticipate
future energy demand.
Degree days are tracked for a variety
of reasons. Farmers can better plan the
planting of crops and timing for pest
control, and weather experts can better
assess climate patterns.
To view degree days for our area, visit
www.energystar.gov and search “degree
days calculator.”

If charts and data aren’t your forte, no
problem. Here are a few tips to help you
save on energy bills this summer:
■■ Set your thermostat as high as
comfortably possible. The smaller
the difference between the indoor
and outdoor temperatures, the
lower your cooling costs will be. The
Department of Energy recommends
setting your thermostat to 78 F when
you’re home and a higher setting for
when you’re away.
■■ Turn off ceiling fans when you leave
a room.

■■ Close window coverings, like curtains
and blinds, during the day to block
sunlight.
■■ Use caulk and weather stripping
to seal air leaks around doors and
windows.

If you have questions about your energy
use or to learn more ways to save, give
us a call or stop by our office. CMEC is
here to help.
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President & CEO Report – April 2019

CMEC CONNECT

■ Member/Customer participation
remains steady and revenue consistent.
■ CMEC joined three other Illinois
cooperatives that provide internet
services to meet with Illinois
Department of Agriculture Director
John Sullivan on April 5. Director
Sullivan has been tasked by Governor
Pritzker to develop internet
broadband access across rural Illinois.
Director Sullivan invited the Co-ops
to share their insights on means to
improve rural broadband access
Marketing/Member Services
■ CMEC Member Services personnel
recently spoke to the Coles County
4-H group. The “Cooperative
Difference” was our topic for the
group.
■ CMEC joined other cooperatives
from across the state on April 3
for Youth Day at the Illinois State
Legislature. Students met with
Representatives Halbrook and
Caulkins as well as Senators Righter
and Rose. Participants also had

■ As has become practice, employees

Energy Efficiency
Tip of the Month
When it’s warm out, avoid
using the oven. Try cooking
on the stove, using the
microwave or grilling outside
instead.
Source: energy.gov

Source: energy.gov

■ CFO Amy Borntrager, a member
of the Accounting & Business
Solutions (ABS) advisory
committee for National Information
Solutions Cooperative (NISC),
attended the committee meeting
April 15-17. NISC provides the
powerful and comprehensive
customer information system
platform for CMEC.

completed a substation thermal
scan. The scans identify components
in the substation that may be
overheating and prone to failure.
Scheduled maintenance is then
performed to help preclude
unnecessary outages from equipment
failure.
■ IT continues to identify and address
system cyber vulnerabilities working
closely with Prairie Power staff.
■ IT participated in an IT Forum
conducted by PPI this month.
Close coordination with PPI has
significantly improved CMEC
system protections.
GIS
■ GIS staff working on developing
staking software provisions for field
engineering.
■ GIS supporting IT creating a map
viewer that would depict late meter
responses (no read).
■ As the Annual Meeting approaches,
GIS has been helping in development
of the voter lists to insure they are
complete and accurate.
LED Lighting
■ To date, 2274 LED lights have
been installed replacing much less
efficient mercury vapor (462) and
sodium vapor (1720) lights. LED
lights significantly reduce energy
use and require far less maintenance,
saving cost to the cooperative.

Avoid placing items like lamps
and televisions near your airconditioning thermostat. The
thermostat senses heat from these
appliances, which can cause the
A/C to run longer than necessary.

■ CMEC continues its emphasis on
safety; employee appointees and
staff compose a comprehensive
Safety Committee which monthly
addresses safety concerns and
emerging safety issues.
■ CMEC has developed ad campaigns
with local television outlets with a
focus on safety messages to a wide
audience.
Accounting

opportunity to visit the Old State
Capitol and Lincoln Museum.
■ CMEC held its second Lineman’s
Appreciation Day, recognizing the
contributions of our outstanding
linemen. CMEC member Mike
Love, owner of Morgan’s Meat
Market, donated fluffy burgers for
lunch and inside personnel delivered
lunch to the crews.
■ CMEC employee Carla Bradbury
represented the Cooperative at a
recent Career Day for eighth graders
at Lake Land College. More than
1000 regional students participated in
the event.
■ Staff member Sam Adair attended
the Energy Education Council board
meeting.
Key Accounts
■ Manager of Marketing/Member
Services Sam Adair completed his
final project to receive his Certification
for Key Accounts Executive. The
milestone is an important step in Sam’s
development.
Engineering
■ Field engineers are developing
multiple projects including R5
mile rebuild upgrading along
Lerna road, W4-2 mile replacing
old underground near Trilla, and
numerous O&M pole replacement
work orders.
■ Currently coordinating GIS and
Toth & Associates to integrate the
WindMil and GIS models.
Operations
■ Continued wet weather and poor
ground conditions have prohibited
much off-road work during
the month. Crews have spent
considerable time performing
O&M inspections on the system.
The inspections help us develop
work plans for pole replacement
and improvements when conditions
permit.
IT/SCADA

Energy Efficiency
Tip of the Month

Safety

Monthly Board Meeting Minutes can be viewed on our website: www.cmec.coop
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